
 

          
  

 
Infinifan Inc., to release Badge Buddies™ convention badge accessory. 
  
Infinifan Inc. is proud to announce the release of its flagship line of badge accessories, Badge 
Buddies™. Badge Buddies™ are patented character badge clips that can connect to convention 
badges, school and work I.D.s, or anywhere fans can clip them. Infinifan Inc. is launching Badge 
Buddies™ this summer with the Marvel Mystery Mix Series 1 featuring: Doctor Strange, Ms. 
Marvel, Squirrel Girl, Howard The Duck, Venom, Spider-Gwen, Captain America (Sam Wilson), 
and Thor (Jane Foster). These highly collectible clips are packaged in a blind box format and 
sold for $5.99 each; PDQ retail displays contain 12 randomly sorted individual packages. Badge 
Buddies™ will announce more collections coming in the near future containing comics, anime, 
and gaming fandoms so stay tuned. 
  

Who is Infinifan Inc.? 
  
Infinifan, headquartered in Deer Park, NY, is more than your standard pop culture licensed 
product manufacturers. Infinifan is a group of passionate fans who want to create awesome 
products for everyone from the casual fan to the super fan always on the hunt for new and 
exciting products. Infinifan is creating products across multiple categories such as: watches, 
plush, figures, and accessories. Their products not only connect the company to the fans, but 
give people another way to support and show off their favorite fandoms in fun and different 
ways. 
  
Learn more at www.infinifan.com and follow them on Twitter (@infinifaninc) and Instagram 
(@infinifan). 
  
Marvel Entertainment, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Walt Disney Company, is one of 
the world's most prominent character-based entertainment companies, built on a proven library 
of more than 8,000 characters featured in a variety of media over seventy-five years.  Marvel 
utilizes its character franchises in entertainment, licensing and publishing.  For more information 
visit marvel.com. ©2017 MARVEL 
  
 
For More Information Contact: 
Sean Gordon 
P: 631-855-0115 
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